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OverviewOverview

NoiseFloorMon is a DMT monitor that analyzes 
LIGO data for slow nonstationarity. This poster 
presents a subset of results from the S5 run. The 
study focuses on coupling between the 
gravitational wave (gw) channels and the seismic 
channels in different frequency bands that is 
manifested as nonstationarity in the gw channel. 
Development of a seismic data quality flag based 
on these studies is also presented. 



Online output of the NoiseFloorMon DMT

NoiseFloorMonNoiseFloorMon DMTDMT

NoiseFloorMonNoiseFloorMon is a data is a data 
monitoring tool that tracks monitoring tool that tracks 
the the gwgw and seismic channelsand seismic channels
The crossThe cross--correlation correlation 
between the between the gwgw and seismic and seismic 
channels is monitored in 0channels is monitored in 0--
16 Hz, 1616 Hz, 16--32 Hz, 3232 Hz, 32--64 Hz, 64 Hz, 
and 64and 64--128 Hz bands128 Hz bands
A threshold to indicate A threshold to indicate 
nonstationaritynonstationarity is set. The is set. The 
largest threshold crossings largest threshold crossings 
are stored each minute.are stored each minute.



Developing a Seismic Data Quality FlagDeveloping a Seismic Data Quality Flag
Analysis of entire S5 data for H1, H2 and L1 is ongoing.Analysis of entire S5 data for H1, H2 and L1 is ongoing.
Offline analysis:  The top 10 threshold crossings are analyzed dOffline analysis:  The top 10 threshold crossings are analyzed daily. aily. 
The analyses will be inserted in the DQ database with relevant The analyses will be inserted in the DQ database with relevant 
frequency and channel information.   A seismic data quality ffrequency and channel information.   A seismic data quality flag can lag can 
be developed if warranted.be developed if warranted.
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shows threshold 
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Daily Analysis
•Seismic correlations
•Daily trend in the GW 
channel.
•Comparison with 
Q-scan
•Visualizing the data.

Weekly trends in the
GW channel.

Monthly trends in 
The GW channel.
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Offline AnalysisOffline Analysis

A medianA median--based based 
algorithm is used to set algorithm is used to set 
the threshold for offline the threshold for offline 
analysis.analysis.1, 21, 2

The top 10 threshold The top 10 threshold 
crossings across all crossings across all 
seismic channels are seismic channels are 
identified daily. The identified daily. The 
criterion used is the criterion used is the 
distance from the distance from the 
threshold.threshold.

Typical output of NoiseFloorMon offline analysis, January 2007.



Offline AnalysisOffline Analysis

The top threshold crossings are organized daily.  The The top threshold crossings are organized daily.  The 
analysis includes a search for the causes of analysis includes a search for the causes of 
nonstationaritynonstationarity..



Offline AnalysisOffline Analysis

A more thorough analysis of threshold crossings has been initiatA more thorough analysis of threshold crossings has been initiated in order ed in order 
to determine the coupling between seismic background and to determine the coupling between seismic background and nonstationaritynonstationarity
in the in the gwgw channel.channel.
The analysis includes visual examinations of data around the thThe analysis includes visual examinations of data around the threshold reshold 

crossing, including the crossing, including the NoiseFloorMonNoiseFloorMon output, the seismic channel time output, the seismic channel time 
series, and the fullseries, and the full--band and banded timeband and banded time--frequency plots.  frequency plots.  

NoiseFloorMon output whitened time series time-frequency



Offline AnalysisOffline Analysis

The The gwgw channel signal is visually inspected around the time of channel signal is visually inspected around the time of 
the threshold crossing in order to determine obvious the threshold crossing in order to determine obvious 
correlations, and to monitor the performance of correlations, and to monitor the performance of 
NoiseFloorMonNoiseFloorMon. . 
The timeThe time--frequency plot is shown with known frequency plot is shown with known 
environmentallyenvironmentally--induced frequency lines removed.induced frequency lines removed.

raw gw time series whitened gw time series whitened time-frequency



Monitoring Weekly TrendsMonitoring Weekly Trends

In addition to monitoring daily In addition to monitoring daily nonstationaritynonstationarity in the in the gwgw channel, the channel, the 
analysis is expanding to weekly and monthly trends in order to ganalysis is expanding to weekly and monthly trends in order to gauge longauge long--
range interactions between the seismic and range interactions between the seismic and gwgw channels.channels.
Blue data points are the monitor output, solid red connected cirBlue data points are the monitor output, solid red connected circles are 2.5 cles are 2.5 
times above the mediantimes above the median--based threshold, and clear red circles are 3 times based threshold, and clear red circles are 3 times 
the medianthe median--based threshold.  The green circles are the crossings above the based threshold.  The green circles are the crossings above the 
solid circles.solid circles.

Weekly trends for H1



Monitoring Weekly TrendsMonitoring Weekly Trends

Compared to H1, the threshold crossings from H2 are Compared to H1, the threshold crossings from H2 are 
significantly higher than the baseline significantly higher than the baseline noisefloornoisefloor for for 
the same time periods.the same time periods.

Weekly trends for H2



Analysis of Weekly TrendsAnalysis of Weekly Trends

On a weekly basis the top threshold crossings are analyzed to On a weekly basis the top threshold crossings are analyzed to 
determine the seismic channels with the greatest number of determine the seismic channels with the greatest number of 
crossings, as well as the corresponding frequency bands.crossings, as well as the corresponding frequency bands.
The columns in the table correspond to the magnitude of the The columns in the table correspond to the magnitude of the 
threshold crossings, the crossthreshold crossings, the cross--correlation parameter, and the correlation parameter, and the 
channel name.channel name.



Conclusions and Future DirectionsConclusions and Future Directions

Continue analyzing S5 and future data.
Looking for correlation with other monitor results (See The 
LSC Glitch Hunters:  Monitoring Noise Transients in S5).
Extending the study to micro-seismic band. 
Charting monthly trends, possibly leading to a seismic data 
quality flag
Developing a new monitor to measure microseism
correlations/upconversions with the gw channel

Future goals include:
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